We establish that an optimistic variant of Q-learning applied to a finite-horizon episodic Markov decision process with an aggregated state representation incurs regretÕ( √
Introduction
Value function learning with aggregated state representations has long served a foundational subject in reinforcement learning (RL). With such a representation, the set of state-action pairs is partitioned and an agent learns an approximation to the state-action value function for which value is constant across each partition. In this technical note, we design and study a variant of Q-learning that applies with such a representation. To simplify analysis, we restrict attention to finite-horizon episodic Markov decision processes (MDP).
Our analysis -which builds on recent work [3] pertaining to tabular representations -leads to añ O( √ H 5 M K + ǫHK) regret bound, where H is the horizon, M is the number aggregate states, K is the number of episodes, and ǫ is the largest difference between any pair of optimal state-action values associated with a common aggregate state. Notably, this regret bound does not depend on the number of states or actions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first such result pertaining to a reinforcement learning algorithm applied with nontrivial value function approximation without any restrictions on the Markov decision process.
Several existing results bear related implications on reinforcement learning with an aggregated state representation. Wen and Van Roy established that, if the transition and rewards of the underlying MDP are deterministic, and the optimal state-action value function lies in a prescribed hypothesis class, then an optimistic algorithm selects optimal actions in all but a number of episodes polynomial in the eluder dimension of the function class [6] . Though this result applies to hypothesis classes much more general than those arising from state aggregation, the requirement that transitions be deterministic is very restrictive relative to our setting. Jiang et al. proposed a novel statistic, the Bellman rank, which captures the interrelation between the function class and the MDP dynamics [2] . They also showed the existence of an algorithm whose regret scales quadratically with the Bellman rank. Jin et al. [4] , Yang and Wang [7] , and Zanette et al. [8] demonstrated that, under linear function approximations, there exist algorithms that enjoy regret bounds polynomial in the rank of the MDP transition kernel. These results are all applicable to our state aggregation setting, which can be seen as a special case of linear function approximation. However, if no assumption is made with respect to the MDP dynamics, both the Bellman rank and the rank of the MDP transition kernel can be as large as the total number of states.
Preliminaries
We consider an agent sequentially interacting with an environment with state space S and action space A. Each episode of interaction consists of H stages, and produces a sequence
where for h = 1, . . . , H, s h ∈ S is the system state in which the agent resides at the beginning of stage h, and a h ∈ A is the action taken by the agent after she observes s h . For simplicity, we assume that at the beginning of each episode, the system is reset to a deterministic state s 1 . The dynamics of the system is governed by the transition kernels P h , which specifies the distribution of the next state, given the current system state and the action that the agent takes, i.e. . At each stage, a learning algorithm prescribes a specific distribution over A, from which the agent draws the next action. Such a sequential prescription is called a policy. The policy is called deterministic if each distribution is concentrated on one single action. In this work, we only consider deterministic policies, which can be concretized as mappings from S to A. We say that the agent follows policy π, if for all h = 1, . . . , H,
The value function of policy π is defined as the expected cumulative reward realized by the agent when she follows π, namely
where the expectation is taken over all possible transitions. We can also define the state-action value function or Q-function of policy π as
According to the dynamic programming theory [1] , there exists an optimal policy π * , such that V π h (s) is maximized for every s, and at the same time π * is deterministic. We denote the value function corresponding to the optimal policy as V * , and define
where we use the notation
Since Q * h (s, a) is the maximum realizable return when the agent starts from s and takes action a at stage h, sometimes we also call it the "ground-truth" value of the state-action pair (s, a). From the optimality of V * , we have that
It is worth noting that under our bounded rewards assumption, we have that
for all h = 1, . . . , H and policy π.
The goal of an RL algorithm is to identify a good policy through consecutive interaction with the environment, with no prior knowledge of the environment dynamics P and R. One commonly used metric to evaluate the performance of an algorithm is cumulative regret, which is the sum of the suboptimalities of the output policy across all episodes. More formally, let {π 1 , . . . , π K } be the sequence of policies output by the algorithm in each episode, the cumulative regret is defined as
State aggregation reduces complexity and accelerates learning by aggregating state-action pairs. This involves partitioning the set of state-action pairs into M subsets. Each subset can be thought of as an aggregate state, and we will use a value function representation that maintains one value estimate per aggregate state. Let Φ be the set of aggregate states, and φ h : S × A → Φ be the mapping from state-action pair to an aggregate state at stage h. Formally, we define state aggregation as follows.
Remark 1. If Φ is a 0-error aggregation of an MDP, then we say that the aggregate states are sufficient, in the sense that the value of an aggregate state exactly represents the values of all state-action pairs mapped to it. This corresponds to the case where the actual value function lies in the hypothesis function class. As we will show later, only under this case can we guarantee that the algorithm AQ-UCB, introduced in Section 3, finds the optimal policy as K → ∞.
Algorithm and Main Results
We first present the algorithm AQ-UCB, which is a Q-learning algorithm under state aggregation, equipped with UCB-type exploration. The algorithm maintains a sequence of Q-function estimates {Q k h } h∈[H],k≥1 . Since the state-action pairs mapped to the same aggregate state are not distinguished in the algorithm, each estimateQ is a mapping from Φ to real values. Without loss of generality, we let Φ = [M ], where we henceforth use [n] to denote the set {1, . . . , n}. We also introduce the notation The variables that will be encountered frequently in the analysis are:
• The number of visits to the aggregate state m in stage h, from episode 1 to episode k: N k h (m); • The incrementally updated state-action value estimate:Q k h (m);
• The state-action value estimate, truncated by H:Q k h (m). In each episode, the algorithm computes the above three variables, and samples a new trajectory greedily with respect toQ k . Assuming that the computation of the aggregation mapping φ takes O(1) time and the storage of φ consumes O(1) memory, the time complexity of AQ-UCB is then O(M AKH), where the factor A denotes the cardinality of A and comes from taking argmax over the action space. The space complexity of AQ-UCB is O(M KH). The specific choice of stepsizes α t = (H + 1)/(H + t), which we borrow from [3] , assigns more weight on the recent updates and is crucial in preventing the on-policy error from exploding. Our main result is Theorem 1, the proof of which is deferred to the appendix. Theorem 1. Suppose Φ is an ǫ-error aggregation of the underlying MDP. We have that, for any δ > 0, if we run K episodes of algorithm AQ-UCB with
then with probability at least 1 − δ, In the case with model misspecification where ǫ > 0, the regret bound in Theorem 1 has an extra term O(ǫHK), which shows that the performance of the policy that the algorithm ultimately finds depends on the misspecification error ǫ. The term matches the linear term in [4] with respect to the orders of H and K, and, as is shown in [5] , is the best that we can hope for with a TD-based algorithm. It is also shown in [5] that there could be an extra H factor if we use a replay buffer to store the trajectories from the past episodes, and uniformly sample trajectories from the replay buffer to update the Q-function estimates.
Finally, under our episodic setting with state aggregation, we have the following regret lower bound. This is a direct implication of Theorem 3 in [3] . Proof. From Theorem 3 in [3] , there exists an episodic MDP instance with S states, A actions and horizon length H, such that the expected regret of any learning algorithm is at least Ω( √ H 2 SAT ). Consider the aggregation scheme that assigns each state-action pair to an individual aggregate state at each stage, with M = SA aggregate states per stage. Apparently such an aggregation is 0-error, and any learning algorithm has to incur Ω( √ H 3 M K) regret in K episodes.
A Decomposition of On-Policy Errors
In this section we build a general recursive relationship for the on-policy estimation errors. Throughout we will assume that the state aggregation is ǫ-error with ǫ ≥ 0. The case where ǫ = 0 will be handled in Appendix B, and the case where ǫ > 0 will be handled in Appendix C. To simplify notations, we will use N (s, a),Q(s, a) andQ(s, a) to refer to N (φ(s, a) ),Q(φ(s, a)) andQ (φ(s, a) ), respectively. We first define a set of notations that facilitate our analysis. Recall our choice of stepsize is that
Let
and
The following lemma from [3] offers a few useful properties of α i t . Lemma 1. (Lemma 4.1 in [3] ) We have that (a) For every t ≥ 1, 1 
For the sake of simplicity, we also define a set of notations for on-policy quantities as followš
Then there should bê 
We first handle the term q 2 in (24). From Lemma 1, we have thať
And also notice the fact that
From Azuma-Hoeffding inequality, there should be, with probability at least 1 − δ,
Recall that Lemma 1 gives usň
Hence with probability at least 1 − δ, 
We denote this event as E 1 . Notice that the term q 1 is recursive. By letting
be the on-policy estimation error at stage h in episode k, we can write q 1 as 
Thus we have a recursive inequality for the on-policy estimation error of Algorithm 1. However, we also need to show that the value function estimations are with high probability optimistic, in order to guarantee that the algorithm does not get stuck in a bad policy forever. In fact, from (20) 
In the following, we will split up the cases in which ǫ = 0 and ǫ > 0, and finish the proofs respectively.
B Proof of Theorem 1 without Misspecification Error
Following the analysis in Appendix A, when the aggregation is 0-error, we have that, with probability at least and The rest of the proof follows from the same steps as in (60)-(65).
